Secret Coders Reading Guide
Questions and Ideas for Consideration
Graphic Narrative: How does the comic style of Secret Coders affect the message
and meaning of the story? What benefits/limitations does this medium present?
Depiction Details: What artistic choices does Yang make to purposefully present
certain ideas? Consider use of line, color, perspective, framing, etc.
Culture: How does Yang offer an interesting or positive portrayal of gender, race,
and ethnicity? What implicit ideologies does he present?
Coding & Math: Why might young readers be drawn to a story about coding?
Computer programming is also actually a huge part of math curriculum in
elementary education; how does this book offer unqiue ways of approaching this
topic as well as studies related to mathematics?
Mystery: How does Yang create a mystery element in the story, and why is this an
effective choice when it comes to his overall goals and objectives.
Color: Why the color choices for the graphic text? How does this shape the story?

Daybook Possibilities
Ø Consider the concept of comics series fiction, perhaps
researching other examples. Write about how the
comics form works in this genre, and how mystery in
particular can be a useful part of that approach.
Ø Visit the library and check out some of the other
graphic narratives or comic books for children or
teens. How is Secret Coders similar or different to
these? Which draw your attention and why?
Ø Consider design choices Yang makes, such as color,
use of text/dialogue, frame shape/size, and the other
elements from class. How do these affect the story?
Ø Learn about how graphic novels are viewed and how
people perceive them (possibly looking at news or
web forum spaces). Do you agree or disagree?
Ø Gene Luen Yang is a well-known comics artist.
Research him and read more about the other works
he’s created. What ideas and beliefs about children’s
literature are important to him?
Ø In what context might you teach this book or other
graphic novels? Do some research about classroom
uses of graphic narratives and how/why teachers
might use them in classroom settings.
Ø Reading Without Walls: How might this book fulfill
Yang’s missing as National Ambassador for Young
People’s Literature to push past comfort zones when
it comes to reading and children’s texts?
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Suggested Critical Reading
"Comic Art, Children's Literature, and the New Comic
Studies" by Charles Hatfield
"The Graphic Novel and the Age of Transition: A
Survey and Analysis" by Stephen E. Tabachnick
“Decoding Comics” by Hilary Chute
I especially recommend Scott McCloud’s
Understanding Comics, a scholarly book written as a
comic book. If you’d like to read a section, I’m happy
to make copies of a chapter that interests you.

Background and Context
Gene Luen Yang is an award winning graphic novelist,
most well-known for American Born Chinese and
Boxers and Saints. His comics series, Secret Coders
follows the adventures of Hopper, Eni, and Josh as
they seek to solve a mystery at their school through a
unique approach: coding. Critically acclaimed for its
work in teaching children about computers, the text
combines humor with educational purposes that
makes the world of math and coding fun.
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